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background: Atherosclerotic plaques in the arterial bifurcation are prone to develop in the opposite side of flow divider(carina) where wall shear 
stress (WSS) is low, but take various forms of distribution in reality. Previous experimental studies indicated that bifurcation angle (BA) influences 
the local flow turbulence and WSS. The purpose of this study was to investigate the relation between BA and plaque distribution at coronary 
bifurcation lesions in patients with percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) by using frequency domain optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT).
Method: Fifty-one lesions with Medina classification of (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (1,1,0) were studied in 47 patients with FD-OCT guided PCI (69.1±9.1 y/o). 
FD-OCT was performed on the main vessel (MV) before PCI. Plaque distribution and characteristic were evaluated within 3mm distal MV to carina 
tip. The eccentric plaque oriented toward the opposite side of SB was defined as Type A and other type eccentric plaque and concentric plaque were 
defined as Type B. BA was measured based on the longitudinal reconstruction images of FD-OCT.
results: Type A was more frequently observed in 27 lesions (52.9%), and Type B was in 24 lesions (47.1%). BA and Lipid arc was significantly 
greater in Type B compared to Type A (72.3±25.3 vs. 39.9±23.4 degree, p<0.01; 221.2±79.1 vs. 160.8±59.7 degree, p<0.01, respectively). ROC 
analysis indicated BA≥59 degree (AUC=0.812, sensitivity 79.2%, specificity 85.2%) as the best cutoff values for Type B at coronary bifurcation 
lesions. A significant positive correlation was found between BA and lipid arc (R=0.513, p<0.01).
conclusions: FD-OCT is useful to identify the plaque distribution of coronary bifurcation lesions. Atherosclerotic plaques in the coronary bifurcation 
lesion with wide BA take various forms of distribution and include large lipid component.
